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High-Luminosity LHC

ATLAS Inner Tracker and Strip Detector

The HL-LHC is an upgrade of the LHC expected to start operations in
2026
●

Instantaneous luminosity up to 7.5x1034cm-2s-1, about 4 times the
maximum luminosity expected for the LHC

The new ATLAS Inner Tracker (ITk) will be an all silicon detector consisting of:
- Pixel: five barrels and multiple forward layers
- Strip: four barrel layers and twelve end cap disks (six on each side)

Schematic layout of one
quadrant of the ITk
Strip

●

●

A solenoid magnet provides a uniform magnetic field of 2T, that bends the
tracks of charged particles, thus allowing to determine their momentum
●

Up to 200 inelastic proton-proton collisions per beam crossing
●

●

Low radiation length materials are used to minimize the multiple scattering

Total integrated luminosity up to 4000fb-1
Radiation length in the current Inner Detector

Pixel

Radiation length in the ITk

The radiation levels in the detectors at the end-of-lifetime of the HLLHC will be one order of magnitude larger than for the LHC
●

A replacement of the ATLAS Inner Detector is needed in order to cope
with the increased pile-up and radiation
●

Simulation of the NIEL
(Non-Ionizing Energy
Loss) dose expected in
the ITk at the end-oflifetime of the HL-LHC

●

The ITk Strip detector will have a silicon area of ~165m2 and ~60M channels

●

It will be ~6m long and with a radius of ~1m

It will be subject to radiation levels up to 1.2x1015neq/cm2 and a Total Ionizing Dose (TID)
of 50MRad
●

Silicon Strip Modules

Local Supports

n+-in-p float zone silicon sensors with active area
≈10x10cm2, 300-320μm thickness and 75.5μm strip pitch:
- rectangular strips in the barrel, with lengths 2.4 and 4.8cm
- radial strips in the end-caps, with lengths from 1.9 to 6cm

The basic building units are the staves and petals, for barrel and end cap
respectively. These local supports provide geometric stability, cooling
performance and supply of electrical connections to and from the modules

●

Stave and petals have a carbon fiber-based core with integrated titanium
cooling tubes. On both sides a bus tape is present, which provides electrical
connections and on which the modules are attached adhesively
●

The read-out ASICs (the ATLAS Binary Chips, ABC) and the
Hybrid Controller Chips (HCC) are glued on the hybrid PCB,
which is glued directly on the silicon sensor. Each read-out
chip is wire-bonded to 256 strips
●

The cooling will be provided by a CO2
evaporative system, which will allow stable
operations down to -35°C
●

●

The End-Of-Substructure (EOS) card is
the interface between the stave and
petals and the off-detector electronics
●

●

Module Test Results

Components R&D
Every component of the ITk Strip Detector has passed through
an extensive prototyping and testing phase. Some notable
example are shown here.

Several full-size prototype modules have been tested, both
before and after irradiation. The most critical parameters under
study are the noise, the gain and the hit efficiency
●

Measured noise for a range
of prototype devices

Collected charge by
sensors biased at 700V for
minimum ionising
particles,as a function of
the irradiation fluence. The
dashed line corresponds to
the maximal fluence
expected in the ITk Strip
Detector

Performance Studies
●

ATLAS parametrises its tracks using five quantities:
- particle charge divided by the transverse momentum, q/pT
- longitudinal and transverse impact parameters, z0 and d0
- polar and azimuthal angles, θ and φ

In the ITk, the resolution of these parameters is maintained or
improved with respect to the current ATLAS Inner Detector

The modules are required to have, for the entire lifetime of the
ITk, a range of thresholds with hit detection efficiency greater than
99% and channel noise occupancy lower than 10-3
A prototype barrel module has been fully irradiated with 24GeV
protons at the CERN PS irradiation facility to a NIEL dose of
8x1014neq/cm2 and then tested in a test beam at CERN
●

Hit efficiency (black)
and noise occupancy
(red) as a function of the
threshold for the
irradiated module. The
open squares represent
the noise occupancy
expected with the new
front-end.

Digital current in the
prototype ABC chips as a
function of the TID dose,
for various X-ray
irradiation rates and
temperatures

There will be 17888 modules in the ITk Strip Detector

●

●

Infra-red thermal image
of a thermo-mechanical
petal

The power board includes:
- A DC-DC converter to power the front-end read-out ASICs,
which receives 11 V and supplies the hybrids with 1.5 V
- High-Voltage switch to disconnect non-operating modules
- Autonomous Monitor and Control Chip (AMAC) which
monitors the current, voltage and temperature, controls the
HV switch and provides interlock functionalities

The transverse momentum
resolution is improved in
the ITk mainly due to
reduced material and
higher precision of the ITk
Strip Detector with respect
to the Transition Radiation
Tracker (TRT), that
comprises the outer layers
of the current Inner
Detector

The z0 resolution is
improved for the ITk
thanks to a decreased
pixel pitch in the z
direction

The performances will be further improved with the new front-end
chip and with production-grade silicon technology
●
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